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Indecent Desires
Walkthrough
Chapter 1-6

Every character in the game have attributes that are going to influence the story outcome. 

Some attributes may influence the behavior of the character (how he answer in diferent situations, if 
he is willing to do something for you or reveal you some informations).

Chapter 1:

> Chapter 1 was made as an introduction and the characters have no points so you can‘t go right or 
wrong.

>> You wake up in your room and meet Sarah in the kitchen.

> Touch her ass and Sarah is going to tease you a little but but in the end she is going to kick you out 
from the house (game ends).

> If you peek under her robe you get to see her red panties and the game continue.

> The chat with Sarah gives you more informations about the story.

> Chat with the girls on the terrace.

> You get to see Sarah mastubate in the bath and after at the shower.

ChChapter 2:

> Starts with Sarah at the shower. If you take a picture with her you she gets +1 Obedience that is 
going to affect the story later. If you don‘t take a picture with her you get to see the full picture and a 
little bit diferent chat.

> You are in the livingroom and you can go to your room or to the beach. If you go to your room you 
have the option to go to bathroom where you can take a bath, masturbate and imagine Sarah.

> After the bath scene you go to the beach where you meet Trevor and Karina.
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> Chat with Trevor gives you more info about the story and his personality.

> When you talk with Trevor about the university you get a chance to Defend Sarah or not.

> If you chose to Defend Sarah you get +1 Respect with Trevor. Else you are going to get +1 Disdain 
from his side later when he finds out you lied.

> The conversation with Trevor about Sarah, Kate and Monique is going to change accordingly to what 
you decided.

>> Trevor leave and you are with Karina on the beach.

> If you ask her for a blowjob directly she is going into her knees, roleplay for a little bit but after she 
crush your balls and the game ends. You get two different images and a few lines.

> If you give her the cigarette and ask for nothing else then you get +1 Affection and the story change 
slightly for now. 

> If you ask for a handjob in the beginning you are not going to have the options to play with her boobs 
or see her in her knees available.

> Play with Karina boobs and she gets > Play with Karina boobs and she gets +1 Lust.

> Ask for a handjob and Karina gets +1 Depravity.

> If you want to see all the action you need to go like this: I am going to play with your boobs / Get on 
your knees / Give me a handjob / Give me a blowjob

> While Karina gives you a blowjob you can force your cock deeper and you get the apropriate 
animation but you also get +1 Hate from Karina.

>> You have 3 options to finish. You can‘t go wrong here. For each option you get different images and 
chat.

> If you chose to finish in her mouth you have the option to tell her to swallow. You get new images and 
+1 Hate from Karina.

> Trevor come and he is going to punch you. You can not avoid this.

> If you punch him back you get +1 Respect and the story change. 
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> If you don‘t punch him he is going to treat you with disrespect and you get +1 Disdain. He is going to 
kick you out from the bar a little bit later. If he kicks you out from the bar you find yourself on the beach 
with your own thoughts and you will meet the girls on the beach but you don‘t get the alternative route.

> Stay and watch gives you +1 Respect with Trevor.

> If you punch Trevor you can mock him to fuck Karina throat.

> If you punch Trevor you get invited for a 3 some.

>> If you decide to leave when invited for a 3 some, Trevor is going to cum in Karina mouth (different 
image) and he is going to chat with you.

> If you decide to leave at any time and you have +2 Respect with Trevor you get the alternative route 
that gives you the option to spy on Monique and see her naked.

> While you spy on Monique you can take a photo with her naked that is going to give you                                        
+1 Obedience from her side. You can still chose to masturbate but you get caught from the first time. 
You get 2 new images and some chat before game ends.

>> If you chose not to take a picture you can masturbate once but if you go faster you get caught and 
get 2 new images and some chat before game ends.

> While you give Kate a massage you can ask her if you can massage her ass or not. If you ask you 
get +1 Affection and if you don‘t ask you get +1 Lust. 

> While you give Kate a massage you have the option to compliment her feet or her ass. You can 
chose wichever but the game is going to take note of what you pick in the end. You won’t see the 
impact of it this episode, but specific content will be available in future episodes.

> Monday Morning you need to check your phone for messages before you can go to Universit> Monday Morning you need to check your phone for messages before you can go to University.

> More interaction with the computer and in the bathroom is going to be added in future chapters.

> If you are rude with Aiko you get +1 Hate / +1 Obedience from Aiko and +1 Hate from Kate. Kate is 
going to send you away and you get to sit near Karina.

> If you are nice with Aiko you get +1 Affection from Aiko and +1 Affection from Kate. Kate is going to 
invite you to sit near Aiko and you get a new scene.
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> If you put your hand between Aiko legs you will get +1 Lust with Aiko.

> Make Aiko a compliment and you get +1 Affection with Aiko.

Chapter 3:

> Sarah sleeps in the living room. You can pull her t-shirt down and see her boobs. Your decision is 
going to have an impact later in the game, as Sarah may observe what you did after you left the room.

> At the lake you see Aiko and Kate love scene. 

>> If you get closer and peep you are going to get the full scene. Aiko and Kate gets +1 Lust as they 
don‘t really believe you that you were not spying on them.

> You also get the chance to take a picture that can be used later to blackmail them.

> If you let them know you are there Aiko and Kate gets +1 Affection but you don‘t see the full scene.

> If you stay with Kate at the lake you have a chat with her and she ask you to keep the secret for 
yourself. If you keep the secret Kate gets +1 Affections else Kate gets +1 Obedience.

>> If you go home with Aiko and you have the image with her and Kate you can blackmail her. If you 
blackmail her Aiko gets +1 Hate. If you decide to keep the image for yourself Aiko gets +1 Affection.

> In your room if you go to bathroom and decide to masturbate while taking a bath you can fantasize 
about Sarah or Aiko.

Chapter 4:

> You start at the clinic where Chapter 3 ended.

> Talk with Elizabeth and she sends you to Monique office.

>> Once you get to Monique office you observe the door is open but you have the option to knock at the 
door or enter. There is not a big difference, just a few different chat lines in both scenarios.

> If you want Monique to get +1 Lust follow this path in conversation:
>"I bet most guys have a fantasy after they visit you!"
>"You are one sexy doctor Monique."
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> If you want Monique to get +1 Affection follow this path in conversation:
> "They do?!"
> "That is normal, you are a very attractive woman, Monique."

Later while you are on the medical bed you have 2 options:

> If you want Monique to get +1 Lust follow this path in conversation:
>"Have a hard-on in front of your ..."

>Following the other path she finish the control and no points are a>Following the other path she finish the control and no points are affected.

If you have a hard-on she is going to press with her nail on your cock. You have here 2 options again 
and the game is going to remember this option for later. Monique is going to act accordingly...

>"OUCH!" - You don‘t like it
>"MMMM!" - You like it 

>After you finish the medical control Monique asks you to close the door on the way out and you have 
2 options.

>If you leave the door open you can spy on Monique, otherwise you don‘t have a chance to spy on he>If you leave the door open you can spy on Monique, otherwise you don‘t have a chance to spy on her.

>If you leave the door open there is a little game with the logo but with no impact on the game. The 
logo represents boobs upside down :)

>At any point you can decide to go home and you will meet with Elizabeth in front of the clinic on your 
way home.

>If Monique have at least 2 points Lust she is going to masturbate in the office...
>If she has less than 2 points Lust she is going to keep working...

>If you want to get the full scene with Monique - (2 nice animations with her masturbating) do as follow:>If you want to get the full scene with Monique - (2 nice animations with her masturbating) do as follow:

>You start to spy on Monique. Once you hear the first sound on the corridor you check the corridor and 
get back to spying. When you hear the second sound you need to check the corridor and even check 
the door. After you check the door, you go back to spying on her and you see her in a different 
position... 

>>You meet with Elizabeth in front of the clinic. There is a little bit of chat and you have the option to 
invite her for a coffee or go home. If you decide to invite her for a coffee she tells you that she is 
married.
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>Tell her the ring is not a problem, Elizabeth gets +1 Lust.

>Tell her that she is very beautiful, Elizabeth gets +1 Affection.

>Tell her that the ring is not a problem you have 2 other options:

>"Damn baby, I wanna eat thanksgiving dinner off that ass" this option gives Elizabeth +1 Lust and she 
is going to rub her ass on your cock (by mistake). lol

>"No, i was not staring at your ass" this options will give Elizabeth +1 Affection.

>After>After that she wants to kiss you (on your cheek) but you will have the option to chose to go for her 
lips...

>If Elizabeth have +2 Lust or more you are going to kiss her on her mouth otherwise even if you chose 
to kiss her on her lips she is going to turn her head. :P

>After this you go home and the navigation system is implemented. You are free to move around the 
house ...

>You are in your room but before you leave you need to go to bathroom and take a piss.

>After that you will find Sarah and>After that you will find Sarah and Aiko in the Outhdoor Bathroom.

>At any point you can close the door and leave.

>If you go inside and spy on them:

>If you take a picture with them Sarah and Aiko gets +1 Obedience each...

>If you chose to masturbate you get 2 options:

Hide or let Sarah see you. In case you let her see you, there is going to be a end game scene but i 
really encourage you to play it if you like this kind of stuff. 

SarahSarah make Aiko suck your cock but there is some mean chat. You get a nice animation with Sarah 
pushing Aiko to suck your cock and alot of cum on her face/mouth... After that the game ends...

>If you hide while you masturbate you get to see the rest of the scene with Sarah and Aiko.

>Check the sound in the livingroom and head to the terrace after that where you will find Aiko.
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>Put your hand on Aiko‘s arm and she gets +1 Affection.
>Put your hand on Aiko‘s tights and she gets +1 Lust.

>After the scene with Aiko on the terrace, if you go to the Outdoor Bathroom you will find Sarah 
sleeping.

Chapter 5:

>>You enter the bathroom and check the pills. Take a picture with the label to remember the name of 
the pills.

>You are going to have multiple options on this scene where you can decide to leave and i pressume 
the result is obvious.

>The right path to get the full scene will be to:
>Masturbate
>Stroke Faster - that will get you more excited and more willing to risk.
>Squeeze her boobs.>Squeeze her boobs.
>And here you will have the options to cum over Sarah‘s face or her boobs. Each option is going to 
give you a different scene.
>The game is going to remember if you cum on her face or her boobs and is going to give you different 
scenes later in the game.

>Taking a picture with Sarah face is going to give you some pervert ideeas and you can follow it or 
leave if you don‘t like it.

>Following the entire scene (spread cum on her lips) will give Sarah >Following the entire scene (spread cum on her lips) will give Sarah +1 Lust.

>After the scene with Sarah in the bathroom you need to go back to your bedroom (use BACK button 
will get you straight there)

>The first option that is going to have a big impact while you are with Aiko in your room is if you CLOSE 
the DOOR or not. This is a rather large ramification and is going to give you two full separate scenes.

>I suggest you to save and play both of them.

>In>In both ramifications the night is pretty similar (you can be a gentleman and let Aiko sleep or play with 
her body a little bit) 

>If you play with her boobs, rub your cock on her panties and you didn‘t cum in the bathroom with 
Sarah there is going to be a little bit of precum on Aiko panties from your cock.
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> If you left the door open:

> You have a fight with Kate. Aiko wakes up. 
>If you want to have fun and make a joke with Kate about last night Aiko and Kate are going to get +1 
Hate.
>If you calm down Kate and tell her that nothing happened Aiko and Kate get‘s +1 Affection.
>After Kate leaves you have the options to talk with Aiko about last night or compliment her.
>Compliment>Compliment Aiko and she gets +1 Affection.
>If you decide to talk about last night (scene with Sarah):
>You tell her to go to police and Aiko gets +1 Hate
>You tell her you can talk with Sarah and Aiko gets +1 Affection.

If you closed the door:

>Wake up in the morning and you have the option to:
>Cover yourself and Aiko gets +1 Affection
>Don‘t cover yourself and>Don‘t cover yourself and Aiko gets + 1 Lust
>Kate is coming, you go to bathroom where Aiko is naked and after a chat Kate leaves.
>After Kate leaves you have the options to talk with Aiko about last night or compliment her.
>Compliment Aiko and she gets +1 Affection.
>If you decide to talk about last night (scene with Sarah):
>You tell her to go to police and Aiko gets +1 Hate
>You tell her you can talk with Sarah and Aiko gets +1 Affection.

>>You can meet Sarah on your way to the Main Area, in the Entrance Hallway.
>Pick up Sarah purse and you get 2 options: 
Compliment Sarah‘s high heels for +1 Lust
Compliment Sarah‘s purse for +1 Affection

>If you pretend you didn‘t heard Sarah and leave, she get‘s +1 Hate

>You can check her booty or her high heels while she moves away to get a new image but no points 
here.

>Next you can find Monique in the Gym.>Next you can find Monique in the Gym.
Look at Monique‘s ass while she exercise for a set of new images and +1 Lust
Later you can look at Monique‘s bouncing boobs while she exercise for another image with her boobs 
and +1 Lust

>After the scene with Monique you need to go back to your room and call Lysa using the laptop.
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>Chat with Lysa and she let you know that she sent you $1000. You will see the money in your wallet.
>If you made Sarah lick your fingers in the bathroom, the MC is going to have some naughty 
thoughts...
>You can do nice gifts to get points or you can spend all your money on hookers :) it will be up to you 
in the future...

>After you chat with Lysa you should take a NAP.
>>You wake up and is already evening and dark outside.
>You need to go to Kate room. 
>You can knock on the door or enter directly, it doesn‘t have any impact here.

>Once you are in Kate‘s room you can go to her personal bathroom. Pay attention that going straight 
inside or knocking at the door will change Kates behaviour, attribute points and also the option to spy 
on her or not after you will leave the bathroom.
> Knock at the door:
She is friendly and she gets She is friendly and she gets +1 Affection
If the door was open while you were sleeping with Aiko last night and Kate cought you with Aiko in the 
morning she is going to be very angry in the end of the scene, else is she more friendly. :)
You don‘t get the chance to spy on her.

>Enter without knocking
She is kinda angry in the beggining and she gets +1 Hate and +1 Lust a little bit later.
IfIf the door was open while you were sleeping with Aiko last night and Kate cought you with Aiko in the 
morning she is going to be very angry in the end of the scene, else is she more friendly. :)
You get the option to spy on her while she bends to pick up the brush and you get a nice glimpsed 
underneath her towel. :)

Chapter 6:

>After you chat with Kate in her bathroom, meet Sarah. She is drinking wine in the Casual Lounge. 
(from the main area, under the stairs).

>Go to sleep (click on the bed)>Go to sleep (click on the bed)

>In the morning meet Kate on the entrance corridor on the way to the Kitchen.

>Meet Aiko in the Kitchen.

>Go to the pool and spy the girls.
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>You can decide to leave at any point if you don‘t like the scene.
>After the pool scene you need to sleep before the party.

>When you wake up go to the pool for the night party.
>Drink a shot with Karina and she gets +1 Lust.
>Don‘t drink the shot with Karina and Monique will get +1 Affection.

>Chose to talk with Kate, Aiko and Larissa.

If you chose not to bring the girls some drinksIf you chose not to bring the girls some drinks Aiko gets +1 Hate

>You can chose to talk with Monique

Put in a good word for Trevor and Monique gets +1 Lust
Double cross Trevor and monique gets +1 Affection

> Say Yes to Trevor when he ask if you spoke with Monique about him and Trevor gets +1 Respect
> Say No to Trevor when he ask if you spoke with Monique about him and Trevor gets +1 Disdain

>Karina scene at the beach:

If Karina has +2 Lust Points she is going to accept to fuckIf Karina has +2 Lust Points she is going to accept to fuck
You get 2 Lust points from here:
(+1 Lust from the first scene with Karina at the beach (play with her boobs)
(+1 Lust from the pool scene if you drink the shot with her.)

Cum in her mouth - Karina +1 Lust
Cum on her feet - Karina + 1 Affection
Cum inside her - Karina + 1 Hate
        > Give her the money for the pills - Karina +1 Affection
    > Don‘t give her the money for the pills - Karina +1 Hate and (Pregnancy Risk)

If Karina has less than 2 Lust points she is going to invite you to lick her pussy:

If you say yes - Karina gets +1 Lust point.

You will go to sleep and when you wake up you can experiment a glimpset from the new interactive 
interface that will continue with Chapter 7.

II am going to make a copy paste from a post i will make on patreon about the new system. Please test 
it and let me know if you like it.
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Moving from a Visual Novel to a fully interactive game. The quality of the images and animations are 
getting better and better and now the game is going to be very interactive, with a lot of locations to 
explore beside the Monroe's House. University, Clinic, Dark Street, Shop, different apartments and so 
on... 

There is going to be a cycle with the weekdays (monday, tuesday, wednesday, etc.) and 4 different 
times of the day (morning, afternoon, evening, night). Interactions with different characters/items are 
going to be available and will happen only at specific time and days.
  
Interaction with different objects are going to impact the time of the day automatically. Let's say you 
"take a nap" or "take a bath" in the afternoon, when you finish the respective action, there is going to 
be evening.

Taking a bath during the day time, you can fantasise about any of the girls in the game (2 available atm 
but all of them will be available in 4k soon)

TheThe inventory system is also implemented and you are going to be able to buy or find items and use 
them with real impact on attributes or unlocking different parts of the game.

You are going to be able to play "mini games" on your laptop to increase the money amount you own. 
Then, you can use the money to buy items or services that you need or desire :)

As always, thank you for your support.

Adrien
Vilelab TEAM


